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NEW DELHI: The government on Thursday allowed 25-year
free inter-state transmission of renewable power for
production of green hydrogen with a view to boosting the
usage of the truly carbon-free fuel and making India an
export hub.
Announcing the first set of measures under the green
hydrogen policy, power and renewable energy minister R K
Singh said the government is looking at an annual
production target of 5 million tonnes by 2030.
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The policy allows companies to set up renewable power
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developer. They can also buy green power from exchanges.

In both cases, inter-state transmission will be free when the
power is used for producing green hydrogen.
The government will also allow the green
hydrogen/ammonia manufacturers to bank unconsumed
renewable power, for up to 30 days, with distribution

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/howbright-students-who-needed-money-becameexam-solvers/articleshow/89700352.cms)

companies and take it back when required.

The transmission charge waiver will be available for projects
commissioned by June 30, 2025 and the link to the grid will
be provided on priority.
Since the announcement of a hydrogen mission in the 2021
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Budget, several companies such as including Reliance
Industries Ltd, the Adani Group, ACME Group, state-run
IndianOil and GAIL have announced green hydrogen plans.
“Government has tried to address some of the key demands
of the industry in terms of open access, grid banking and
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green ammonia is especially welcome,” ACME group
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chairman Manoj K Upadhyay said.
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He said it will be important to build upon the first phase with
mandatory green hydrogen and ammonia purchase
obligations for creating the initial demand. “At the same
time, an equivalent of PLI scheme for green ammonia is
desirable to make India competitive globally.”
ACME has set up its first green hydrogen plant in Rajasthan
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and investing upto $5 billion in a large place in Oman.
Industries such as oil refineries and steel plants consume
hydrogen, which they produce from natural gas or naphtha.
While hydrogen per se is carbon-free, the use of fossil fuels
results in carbon emissions.
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Green hydrogen is produced by electrolysing water using
green power. When green hydrogen is used, it emits oxygen,
which can be filled in cylinders for supplying to hospitals or
other industries. Green ammonia is produced by using
green hydrogen.
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declining across generations. The richer a country gets, the
more its citizens report that life outside of work is of greater
importance than their jobs, finds a study by Bain &
Company.
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The average Indian millennial (born between 1981 and 1996)
today scores roughly 35% higher than their American
counterparts on one measure — the importance of leisure
relative to work. Indians of the baby boomer generation
(born between 1946 and 1964) scored roughly 15% higher on
this metric when they were the same age as today’s
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should be ready for a changing mindset among their
workers.
“Demands for greater flexibility and improved work-life
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need to get a lot smarter at helping their workers tailor their
careers in a way that feels personally meaningful to them.
The hard part is that not everybody finds meaning the same
way in their jobs. For some, it’s about a sense of giving back.
For others, it’s about the feeling of mastering a craft. For
others still, it’s the pride of building something of their own.
Business leaders that want to stay ahead are going to need
to get creative about carving out opportunities for these
things,” said Root.
Titan Company head (HR - retail & corporate) Priya
Mathilakath said, “In the wake of ‘the great resignation’, the
perspectives shared by the younger generations about the
path they want to follow is rooted in the idea of flexibility and
choices — flexibility at work, choices on the type of work they
do. This is leading to the rise of gig working. Quality of job &
the roles that they do impacts their decision. They are
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seeking roles that give them greater responsibility,
empowerment, authority, autonomy, flexibility, agility, worklife balance & wealth creation. This is the digital generation.”
Alkem Laboratories president & global head (HR) Rajorshi
Ganguli said, “Often we hear about work-life balance — this
concept talks about a state where work and life (or leisure,
personal space) coexist and yet each one prospers
separately. As we move forward and more so after the
pandemic, people are looking forward to ‘work-life
integration’ which is beyond just work-life balance. It is all
about intertwining work and leisure in a way that every
moment becomes enjoyable and one gets a feeling of high
energy at all times. If one has achieved work-life integration,
one would not differentiate much between so-called work
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time and personal time. Rather, they would have the
flexibility to decide the best time for both work and leisure
during the day or in a given period and it need not be
sequential. Employees would like to choose when they
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Modi govt is giving inflation room to
grow, but that may bite

2
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Indians

3
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would like to work and unwind without compromising any
of these.”
Ganguli said the Gen Zs now entering the workforce look for
work-life integration in comparison to their millennial
counterpart who was fine with work-life balance. “In the
organisational context, to achieve this, one would need to
look for ways to make the work interesting, meaningful and
provide flexibility to employees to pursue their interests and
unwind in a manner that work-life integration is possible,”
said Ganguli.
Mathilakath said the previous generations, on the other
hand, have been wired differently. “This is also because of the
events that shaped their lives like the end of the cold war,
rise of personal computing and rise & development of the
media. In a way, their aspirations were more tuned towards
job stability and looked at reducing their debt while building
a stable saving plan for the future. Their decisions today are
perhaps rooted in some of these values,” she added.
“Organisations like ours provide a wider spectrum of
businesses, from mature businesses to startup businesses,
which appeals to all generations — millennials & Gen Zs
looking for the startup experience of ‘big fish in a small
pond’. We have our new businesses like accessories, Indian
ethnic wear & international business divisions to offer them,”
said Mathilakath.
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Investing in cryptos is one way to earn passively even when
not trading or simply ‘hodling’, which means buying and
holding cryptocurrencies. Where are such offers and what is
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which allow users to earn passive income on their crypto
holdings.
ZebPay Earn launched by ZebPay is a great way to make
money while storing cryptocurrencies and not trading due
to a lull in the market. With this service, which is the
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famous/articleshow/89721986.cms)
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mainstay of the decentralized ecosystem, the exchange has
made foray into Decentralized Financing (DeFi) with the
earn and lend method.
ZebPay Earn augments profits for users without any
additional trades.

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/howbright-students-who-needed-money-becameexam-solvers/articleshow/89700352.cms)

The service guarantees additional sources of returns while
guarding users from volatility.
Launched in June 2021, ZebPay Earn is has attracted
many users
So, how does ZebPay Earn work?
Consider ZebPay to be a crypto savings account where
users store and hold their crypto and in lieu of this receive
a fixed amount every month.
Users who wish to store cryptocurrencies for a long time
can opt for fixed crypto-deposit by choosing ZebPay
Lending.
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The lending deposit on ZebPay yields passive returns
from one’s cryptocurrencies.
Crypto holders can lend their crypto for a maximum
period of 90 days.
Passive returns are calculated on the volume of the crypto
holding which can benefit the users in two ways:

Covid-19 SPREAD
(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/coronavirus/data/c
19-spread)
Omicron Covid Variant
(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/coronavirus)
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- It can be used to enhance the user’s earnings when the
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price of a token goes up.
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- It also ensures safety during a price drop by ensuring
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the case of stablecoin, USDT. The difference between a

Stock Market Holidays

standard fixed deposit and a stablecoin USDT deposit with

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-

ZebPay can be understood with this example:

business/stock-market-holidays-2021-bse-nse-willbe-closed-on-these-

For instance, if one is holding an amount of Rs 50,000 for 3

days/articleshow/80040360.cms)

months, then there could be two ways to reap returns on

Rent Agreement Format

lending:

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/faqs/doc
agreement-format-here-is-a-sample-for-

To lock in one’s amount for an annual return between 3 to

reference/articleshow/72348042.cms)

7.5%.

Gratuity Balance Check

The other could be to lock in one’s amount for an annual

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/faqs/pen

return of 9 to 10%.

fund-faqs/how-to-check-gratuity-

The second option that yields higher returns is the fixed

balance/articleshow/63315092.cms)

amount that can be earned by creating a stablecoin like

NPS Tax Benefit

USDT deposit on ZebPay exchange and the first one is the

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/faqs/pen

return on a fiat fixed deposit.

fund-faqs/nps-tax-benefit-and-how-to-withdrawit/articleshow/68216741.cms)

Users can choose what to do with their crypto holdings and

Savings Growth Calculator

have full control over it. They can go about trading,

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-

withdrawing or exchanging crypto assets for fiat money as

business/savings-growth-calculator)

they will or choose to deposit, lend and earn. ZebPay
currently provides this service for six of the most frequentlytraded cryptocurrencies Bitcoin, Ethereum, Binance and
Stablecoins DAI, USDT and MATIC. Of these, MATIC holders
have earned the highest interests followed by Bitcoin
holders.

Disclaimer: The above content is non-editorial, and TIL
hereby disclaims any and all warranties, expressed or
implied, relating to the same. TIL does not guarantee,
vouch for or necessarily endorse any of the above content,
nor is it responsible for them in any manner whatsoever.
The article does not constitute investment advice. Please
take all steps necessary to ascertain that any information
and content provided is correct, updated and verified.
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Mumbai: In a first for an Indian entity, several domestic as
well as foreign crypto exchanges are in talks with

CryptoWire, a Financial Technologies Group entity, to launch
products based on its IC15 index. IC15, which tracks the top
cryptocurrencies around the world in terms of their market
capitalisation, is the first crypto index to come out of India.

(https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/howbright-students-who-needed-money-becameexam-solvers/articleshow/89700352.cms)

Several Indian and international exchanges have
approached CryptoWire for licensing its IC15 index to launch
products on their exchanges based on this benchmark,
CryptoWire MD & CEO Joseph Massey said. IC15 index was
launched on January 3 this year. It is a rule-based broad
market index by market capitalisation that tracks and
measures the performance of the top 15 widely traded liquid
cryptocurrencies listed on leading crypto exchanges of the
world, a company release had noted during its launch.
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Apart from introducing simple index-based products like
exchange-traded funds, many other investment products
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several others that are fast gaining acceptance. S&P has an
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entire suite of indices on cryptocurrencies and some related
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assets, while MSCI, one of the most accepted index-
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management firms globally, also plans to launch some
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indices for this sector.
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